Characterization of photodetector temporal response for neutron time-of-flight (nToF) diagnostics at the National Ignition Facility.
The temporal response of a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube used in the suite of neutron time of flight (nToF) diagnostics at the National Ignition Facility has been characterized to reduce uncertainty in, and understanding of, shot parameters obtained from nTOF data. A short pulse laser, neutral density glass filters, and electrical attenuators were used to gather statistically significant samples of photodetector impulse response functions (IRF) in rapid succession. Individual components have been absolutely calibrated to minimize systematic uncertainties. The zeroth (collected charge), first (transit time), and second central moments (transit time spread) of the IRF were calculated as either the bias voltage or the amount of light incident on the detector was varied. Timing reference was provided by a monitor photodiode viewing a pickoff of the incident laser pulse. The primary sources of uncertainty are jitter in the monitor photodiode and the statistical variation across our measurement period. The spreads in the first moment, with respect to the timing photodiode, and the square root of the second central moment were found to be less than 50 ps and 150 ps, respectively.